
Estimated time saved with and without Group Fit Test Mode 
using PortaCount 8048

For fit test administrators, Group Fit Testing Mode saves personnel hours by allowing four people  

to be tested at the same time. That means efficiency and reduced overhead.

+  Save hours and labor costs by administering more tests at the same time

+ Each fit test is independent. Start and stop times and mask types can be different for each test

+ One administrator can monitor up to four instruments from a single control screen

+ Personalized screens separately guide respirator wearers through the fit test

+ Available with the new PortaCount® Respirator Fit Tester (models 8040 and 8048) 

tsi.com/portacount4  
or call technical services at 1-800-874-2811

GROUP FIT TEST MODE
MORE TESTS DONE IN LESS TIME WITH THE 
PORTACOUNT® RESPIRATOR FIT TESTER

Group Fit Test Mode 
Reduces the number of hours and test 
administrators needed to fit test your staff.

Reduce fit test hours 
by 50% or more

UNDERSTANDING, ACCELERATED
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Can I test more than one mask type at a time? 
Yes. For example, one unit could be set up for testing employees on N95s  
while another can be set up with a full-face respirator, etc…

Can I use Group Fit Test Mode with fewer than  
four PortaCounts? 
You can use Group Fit Test Mode with fewer than four instruments,  
or even a single instrument.  

Does it work for any Protocol?
PortaCounts can fit test any mask type, make, model or rating.  

How many administrators do I need?  
You only need one administrator.

Can I also use my old PortaCount with a new instrument for  
group fit testing?
Group Fit Test Mode works only with fourth generation  
(8040 and 8048) instruments. 

Where is the data from each PortaCount saved?  
Do I have to keep data separate for each instrument?  
All records are consolidated into a single database, accessed by  
the primary computer running FitPro Ultra.

How do I get started? 
Contact your current sales representative,  
visit http://www.tsi.com/portacount4 
or call technical services at 1-800-874-2811

GROUP FIT TEST MODE
HOW IT WORKS
Group Fit Test Mode allows users to connect up to four instruments using a simple  
USB hub and run four separate fit tests from one control screen.

UNDERSTANDING, ACCELERATED


